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Peoples in developing countries today have 10 cape witli the various knowledge the» dispose of, under
different representations : 1. the scientific or western one including technological or professional ones,
2. theirs, controlled by their world vision ethnically or locally defined and 3. difficult 10 grasp, which
is the mixture of the two. Drawing aside from this formulation which, as usually with old words and
under the Modem Constitution, would strongly tend ta reduce their connotation ta something definitely
stilted. we have tried here la ponder upon this possible moving entity which is not only under the
pressure of multiple and changing situations and constraints, but also, under the threat of a scientific
knowledge whose indisputability is taken for granted nowadays on the side of Nature and also,
consequent/y. on the side of Culture and cultures analyzed and defined by social sciences. This essay drawn from illY own archaeological fieldwork experiences and transferred, from anthropological
knowledge on North Cameroon populations and from other examples - will be then epistemological
and political in linkiug knowledge 10 situations including many other dimensions and entities. 1"01'
developing peoples, it aims at illustrating the genera/ issues ofdevelopment which are built on
Science. cause and product of Weslern European development.

From general point of view, admittedly, Development has
often failed in non-western societies, except by aping itself
when in new countries or being copied by groups
interested by sorne of its products, material as weIl as
spiritual (Hobart 1993b : 1). But a question still lasts: is it
a success, a wreck or a non-failure? Examples have been
picked up from archaeological fieldworks, publications
and transfer on the spot, as weil as from historieearchaeological debates today scattered worldwide (as the
so-called Afrocentrism question), which point at
sociocultural problems where knowledge on identity
(racial, ethnie, national) are at issue. These examples will
appear - 1 believe - meaningful for development problerns'
and for development in general. Defining and selecting
criteria for action and argument depend on different
knowledge and of their weight, .including of course the
scientific ones. Any decision, any choice, relies upon the
knowledge available and the ways it becomes available or
not, manageable or not. "Le transfert des techniques des
sociétés industrielles vers les pays en voie de
développement qu'ils échouent ou qu'ils réussissent,
transforment les sociétés traditionnelles,
leurs
environnements et leurs bases matérielles." (Latour and
Lemonnier in Latour and Lemonnier (eds) 1994 : 20).
Within these development situations the question of
knowledge on which this choice is founded is then pivotal.
This, necessarily, raises the question of this knowledge's
nature, composition, its free circulation and use. 1 will
consider here knowledge in themselves (their nature,
translatability, etc ...), and also with their social status, their
social weight (i. -e. the ways they are taken into account
within societies' links and exchanges),
During the eighties and nineties, the concept of indigenous
knowledge flourished as a possible and powerful resource

disdained for a long time by Science (Brokensha et al.
1980), but it may be useful regarding the difficulties and
consequences met (Hobart 1993b). Agrawal (1995) wrote
a sound short review and restatement of this domain but
did not advance a solution towards its possible co-working
with scientific knowledge.
If modern knowledge did not succeed to solve
development issues and sometimes raised new ones like
the "demographie bomb", because - in my opinion - the
nature, definition and links of this knowledge have not
been investigated enough pel' se (op.cit.: 433), and also
because this knowledge has been imposed. If a scientific
component is totally or partially integrated in it, it is an
unknown mixing of knowledge which carries any decision
along.
Its composition thus, should be thoroughly examined not
only through the words and claims but also during the
building, in the field or in the lab, or during ordinary daily
life.

How is Archaeology concerned?
There is a flow of claims, rnainly in the USA, for balanced
history in the Universities' historical curricula, and many
attacks what seems a racist opinion of Black Africa's
history (histories"). These declarations, either pointing at a
European misconception, prejudice (racism?) or at a
'European Africanism' (Obenga 2001), are accornpanied
by accusations of plunders and lootings of African past
vestiges during the colonial periods. As for Archaeology
stricto sensu, in developing countries of Africa, the debates
concerning Black Africa's past have taken place since C.
A. Diop's first publications (1954). Most often, two
challenges are at issue:
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1. Black Africa as cradle of mankind and black cultures as
origins of ail the other i, vs ,

2. Black Africa as an ahistorical, wild, backward and
borrowing continent, full of tribes and sorcerers (Geschiere
1999: 212).
There are also various other positions occupying the
conceptual space between these extremes. They ail depend
on the problem of the knowledge's value and their
strength, and on the availability and translatability of
knowledge on this topic. These are being tied also with
their reciprocal treatments during confrontationcombination which induces the sociopolitical questions of
the distribution of powers and rights in the societies
concerned (free press, free opinion, free communication vs
any totalitarianism and free from any délit d'opinion ).
A lot of publications and conferences concerning West's
(i.e. European mainly), responsibilities, insufficiencies and
guilt have sprung. Within this domain of discussion upon
the 'race notion' and reassessment of black Africa's
history, a lot of publications have been made (e.g. Diop
1954 and 1979, Ki-Zerbo 1978, Lugan 1989, Bernai
[1991] 1999, M'bokolo 1992, 1995, Froment 1996,
Lefkowitz and Roger 1996, Fauvelle-Aymar et al. 2000,
Marliac 2001a, übenga 2001) and they have been followed
by numerous books or articles from pros and cons. They
are more or less situating themsel ve~. on the verge of the
domains of history or archaeologyll but appear to be
intertwined with these disciplines at least by their words,
the content of which being vague.

event along the races differences 5 . Peoples still rely on
'race' as a distinguishing factor and consequently many
CDuntries have become unfriendly.
At different levels and places (universities, unions,
students' associations, various clubs and parties .. ),
constructed theories, models and "facts" founded on this
apparently balancing world vision, overtly or not, wind
around the 'race' notion. They are most often, used for a
political discourse and sometimes political actions v . The
scientific knowledge is almost al ways mobilized, but if
science is the touchstone claimed on both siçles:
Afroamerican scientists and their momentary allies VI vs
their opponents, there must be a contradiction somewhere.
Bernai vs Letkowitz and ROE;ers McLean's debate is, from
this point of view, typical. VII
1 have tentatively showed by analyzing the notion of 'race'
used during the arguments aroused by Diop's publications,
that it is the use of this term as a resource and not as a
problem which raises the quarrel (Marliac 2001a). In a
way, C. A. Diop - justifiably motivated by its own status as
a black - drew nearer to the fundamentals: how ta detïne
race. But he failed to solve the problem.

Finally, exemplifying this shaky situation, nowadays sorne
knowledge - concerning Black Africa's past - completely
out of the current scientific stream are, nevertheless,
published (e.g. Dika Akwa 1985).

ln fact, race is everyday and everywhere recognized by
common ordinary knowledge, and consequently has its
value. This one is denied any signification by sorne
scientific analyses (Froment 1996) which are, 1 think,
largely insufficient even from their own point of view.
'Race' still remains conspicuous anywhere and always, for
passers-by as weil as for forensic pathologists studying
human bones (who thus contradict sorne other scientists;
see Gill 20OQ), and for visitors in various Museums around
the world. VIII Diop's hesitation upon the notion of 'race'
(Marliac 2oo1a) is explained by his blind trust in Science
(as he conceived of), tied up with the however throbbing
query: what is Truth for his every day's Iife as 'black' and
for his black brothers, individually everywhere in the
world? This short review shows how historicoarchaeological knowledge is easily controversial and
bound with political contlicts at once lX .

Race

LocaUy

The corn mon accepted and 'correct' answer, spread ail
over the planet, is that 'race' is a wrong term to classify
Human beings. Science has already argued (Froment
1996), that men share many common features and that
'race' has to be abandoned. 'Race' has, scientifically, no
value. But the question is then how is it scientifical!y
established or destroyed? And what is Science?IV
Nevertheless, this one way 'dogma' that 'Science tells the
truth', is still widely dominating opinions over the world.
It has taken place everywhere, from primary schools up to
universities, media, films, TV shows, exhibitions, courts,
etc. and lately in Durban, South Africa. It could be
baptized à la mode and neglected, however, it is only
confined to writings, private meetings and films. But it is
impossible, in the view of the quarrels, claims, slaughters,
riots and wars sometimes, which spring everywhere
arguing from these writings and claims to. interpret any

Peoples in Africa are not - except the élites (and to which
degree?) - trapped through education by the Nature/Culture
constitution - that 1 will further explain - within which the
scientific knowledge is encapsulated, even if schooling X
would catch them up in near future. (see also Field 2000,
Golan 1991). They keep mingling, juxtaposing, adapting,
translating units from one set to another, or tlatly ignoring
sorne of them, new as weil as old. 1 easily believe that any
other common people would do the same. The problem is
to know how and to which degree it proceeds. How
peoples are, slowly or rapidly, engaged in integrating
pieces of this modern knowledge, while introducing ideas,
theories, pictures, engines, items and commodities from
the West in their lives?

Sometimes, people involved, even involuntarily, in a case,
do not escape from being prosecuted in courts as for the
Kennewick Man file in the USA, or.the Ayodhya mosque
case in.India (Ganesh et al. 2003).11I

Representative democracy can be contlictual with respect
to cultures within which peoples want to live and which
they want to promote for their children. Golan (1991)
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shows how confusely Inkhata, the Zulu political
association, writes a Zulu history which would turn to be
also a nationalist history for any black people in SouthAfrica. A 'olle mali olle vote' philosophy of democracy,
by the way clearly supported by Golan, is contradictory to
the respect due to any minority/majority, be .it ethnie, or
cultural, as in Canada (See Taylor 1994)xl or, due to
horresco referells, overtly or covertly racial, as today's
South-Africa, Zimbabwe and in sorne other countries.
ln Ivory Coast, the Eotile people revived their ethnie
history, language and customs (Perrot 1988) in 1960's, by
taking advantage of the collapse of their conquerors, the
Sanwi. They returned back to the islands they originated
from, found artefacts and then gathered at their founding
village Monobaha from where they carried back many
things, such as, pipes, grinding stones. The path leading
them to the past was constructed from traditions, visions,
dreams and material cultures, and finally materialized by
recent cement-made steles.
In Diamaré (North Cameroon), the Zumaya, today
assimilated as Fulani, once used sherds of their own
culture, which they buried secretly at night in the fields of
another people, to daim afterwards these lands as theirs! It
reminds of what the Poles did at the end of WW II about
Silesia within the newly established Oder-Neiss border, to
prove that Slav presence antidates the Germans' arrivai,
not to speak of the Israelis in the Sinaï and of the Chinese
in Sinkiang and Tibet. Things are good evidences w~~n
they bear indisputable marks of their cultural making. xII
In North Cameroon, where 1 have made fieldwork for
years (Marliac 2003), the question remains to be explored
out of the University audiences which generally followed
C. A. Diop and the Afrocentrist stream (Essomba 1992).
We still clearly need studies (and field works ones too) on
the state of affairs, e.g. in schools curricula, villagers,
public opinion, élites and among decision-makers and
medias leaders, to define, if possible, what these audiences
have done with archaeological results ( i.e. with published
general studies, mainly within the historical or today's
realms). It is impossible to measure or estimate now
properly, to what degree did archaeology influence
national history as learned and taught, from home to school
and college, and then during a Iifetime. Research is still
strongly needed.

Knowledge co-operations
The mixing of the two knowledge (or more), would need
careful and precise fieldwork examination and record of
induding the mediator at work on the case, with the help
of other sciences such as anthropology, linguistics,
psycho-sociology, etc. It goes from a 'zero choice', where
one of them - generally the one coming from outside and
thereby, alien - is flatly rejected, misunderstood (or
unpalatable) to the total assimilation of one, generally the
techno-scientific one through different reworkings
(Horton 1982 : 222), borrowings, passive assimilation and
translations. Thanks to multiple treatments of the
knowledge at hand!

From a general point of view, the mixing/seizing xiii ,
begins as soon as the anthropologist studies the other
cultures and as soon as the archaeologist excavates. The
vestiges uneaqhed can not but be recognized by the
model/pattern X1v in place in the researcher's brain and by
the ordinary 'ethnie' knowledge of the observers sitting at
the top of the pit. The excavation itself changes the minds
of the villagers living near it and sometimes related to it.
But it remains unknown to what degree and how the
people recognize such and such items of 'material culture'
as theirs, or those of other groups when a transmitted
tradition is named for years after such or such place. These
attributions are of course debatable but not al ways out of
reach and comprehension (Seignobos 2001). In Central
Diamaré, what appears during excavations is often
attributed to pagans (haBe/kaado or kirdi ) with whom
Muslim inhabitants do not want to have any kinship.
As an archaeologist, instead of asking, "[ have always
wondered about what sense these partners xv made of the
published conclusions" of my excavations (Marliac 2oo0a
: 205), 1 should have noticed that people - becoming aware
of my more or less sophisticated results or other published
material - kept engaged, as elsewhere in the world, in
making:
- Either new knowledge out of the two_(or more)
knowledge at disposai, e.g. my archaeological published
facts and explanations + their histories and myths +
histories from their neighbours or past conquerors (Fulani
in my region) + local ideologies or religions (mainly Islam
in the case considered here). For this amalgamation thanks
to different recipes including the school systems' ones,
more or less replicated from the western ones, and the
media systems broadcasting from inside and outside
(Marliac 2000b).
- Or nothing, depending on their needs, will and situations.

Socio-political Archaeology
The first paragraph describes the archaeological public
stage where peoples, experts, racists, liberals, journalists
and so on, struggle over definitions, pictures, daims, etc.,
which are obviously related to sociopolitical questions,
without straightly blaming archaeological science itself.
But adaptations, collages, mingling, being still debatable,
archaeology can not finally dodge the question of its own
definition and status.

Archaeology as a science
Hall (1990: 64) broadly hinted to previous (i.e. white)
South African archaeologists' works which were
deliberately written under formalized language in such a
way that prohibited understanding by white settlers, (as
weil as by black peoples, 1 would like to add), b~cause it
could have questioned their political supremacyXVI. It also
crosscuts Diop's contradictions between his personal
feelings, need of reconnaissance as a black individual, and
scientific 'facts' resum~d and listed in so many writings
(e.g. Froment 1996)xvII concerning 'being black' or as
said former Pr~sident L. S. Senghor rightly:
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"négritude "...
l wonder how differently could S.-African archaeologists
have written their records and conclusions and how could
these 'facts' be translated in ordinary languages (Zulu,
Xhosa, Afrikaans, English, Khoï Khoï, etc.), without
loosing a bit of scientificity, if not the entirety sometimes!
So, the question should be asked again: what is Science?
However, l know by experience that researchers can
impose their ways of comprehension, thanks to their
prestige, through their technical language (or jargon). l
Iived this on the spot during excavations in Sahelo
Sudanian North Cameroon and at the time when my social
scientist colleagues were asked to expose and explain their
job in front of non-experts, e.g.: administrative employees
of my institute, technicians, villagers or laymen, even in
Paris. Nobody in these audiences dared to ask anything
because they do not possess the concepts and
corresponding words ilnd the way to integrate ail this
within a discourse... XVII1 We can not know what happens
in the minds of people who are attending; they are
misunderstanding, partially comprehending or falling prey
to the illusion of understanding, feeling emptiness,
discovery, boredom? What we can ascertain is the only use
of a technical language, the lack of exchange, and the total
silence reigning in the room. Science speaks! Either people
b(~ws to It or ignore It, which signifies fear or the feeling
of uselessness of critique. This rejoins also the problems of
popularizing (i.e. translating, changing) sciences
(McClancy and McDonaugh 1996), which entails the
question of scientific knowledge, nature and its
translatability without loss. Hall's sentence, so doing,
expands the fjeld of investigation towards this point.
In effect, his declaration would imply that scientific
formulations are political means implemented to keep out
the democratic discussion and that researchers are aware of
it.
He, con!,equently. gives an 'off Iimits' definition of
science x1x , which, fi'om another vantage point, fits in my
own question hereabout discussed: why is the continuous
weight and domination of Science or scientific
explanations (or sometimes would-be scientific), within
decision-makings and opinion-buildings, still present even
when they l'aise problems? Moreover, Hall implies - may
be involuntarily - that there is Truth somewhere (Where?
Hanging in the air?), to be discovered by Science (only?),
and then uses and reformulates as an unquestionable
standard of knowledge to guide political choices. How can
a scientific analysis be reformulated or reworked as said
Horton (1982) for this aim while remaining scientific?
A post-Marxist background relying usually on Science, is
deductible from such a position xx . Hall, based on this
background, missed the target that Latour revealed (1991,
1999: 22, 33, 74. 361) and upon which we will retum
further: Science has been made to paralyze politics.3 0
Ali the examples listed in the § l, as weil as the tum
towards indigellOus knowledge. are samples of

developmental problems in the ways they impinge on
people's behaviour in At'rica today by interfering with the
representatlons they get of their past and of their identities.
As said Latour and Lemonnier (1994 : 19): " ... ces
techniques modernes ... si particulières dans leurs modes
de fonctionnement et de développement ont, en bien des
points du monde, attaqué, déplacé, vaincu toutes les
autres.. , ". They illustrate - within the field of historyarchaeology - difficulties of Modern Constitution today,
whlch we will speak of further. These difficulties - the
translation-mediation between these knowledge - are
epistemological ones, Development is thus also an
epistemological question as suggested also recently by Sen
(2003) arguing on the topic of plundering of archaeological
museums in Iraq, during the 2003 war. He claimed that the
term heritage so frequently used by commentators, ..... is
the selective constructions and representations of the past
by donzinatitzg powers and power structures and their
relations to the others in the modern conditions of
inequality" within a 'discourse space'.

Scrutinizing Archaeology
Archaeology as any knowledge, whenever necessary, is
used under different ways of integration or adaptations and
these ways are often hidden or badly known. The
continuous condemnation of European enterprises in their
so-called colonial pasts, quasi unanimously followed by
researchers, schoolmasters, the medias and African élites
is, not only anachronistic.
but, through
the
misunderstandjng of Modern Constitution, its birth and
use, also often in contradiction with the available sources.
It forgets also its similar use on European ancient cultures
themselves from sixteenth-eighteenth century up to now.
These judgments are founded on the sa me recipes: moral.
partial and iterated discourse on insufficient or ignored
facts. added to anachronistic vantages and mainly a wrong
analysls of what really happened. They are based on a
sociological theory of socio-development which l think illadapted as it ignores Science's raIe and then tumed into a
moral advantage which can be used for any society
anywhere. It boils down to the liberal guilt, efficient for
western intellectuals and middle classes and then useful for
political activities generally resulted in the global rejection
of the West. Three techniques are generally used:
- to reexamine from a scientific vantage point what was
said decades, if not centuries ago, which clearly depended
on the knowledge and world visions of those times: the
anachranistic method;
-reevaluate any scientific research: the usual and valuable
scientific methods ;
-to refuse any opposed knowledge.
This debunking of errors does not avoid mistakes and
interpretations itself, as there is no real and unique
scientific reasoni,ng (if this exists at a general level) in
social sciences xx1 and because of this, so doing, destabilize
what they try to use as a bedrock of their claims: Science.
The solution is pushed towards an indefinite future where
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mankind will have to build new poli tics. Moreover, it
misses examining Science itself which their efforts
contributed. however, to destabilize...

Constitutions
ln different articles (e.g. Marliac 2001b, 2002b), 1 already
raised the problem of the existence of different knowledge
(and especially the difference between scientific
knowledge and the other ones), and of their unavoidable
confrontation and then mingling with others during the
making of 'objects' for everyday life, community life, and
bath also for a lifetime. Perhaps, from these past arguments
concerning Modem Constitution and its basic ontological
dichotomy between Nature and Culture linked with
Science, it could be said that 1 positioned too neatly the
knowledge into two weil delineated categories: the
scientific ones and the other ones (ordinary, professional,
ethnic, cultural and so on, if not individual), the global one
versus the local one ...
By criticizing the purification practice too narrowly which
gave the Nature-Culture constitutional couple (NIC) and
its strength, one could miss its inescapable counterpart:
mediation or translation practices. Both practices can not
but work together (Latour 1991: 14,21). Researches and
experiences show that these two categories of knowledge as far as recognized - are constantly and variously mingled.
It would have been a mistake while underlining the NIC
dichotomy at the beginning and the purification at work,
not ta fully acknowledge the continuous work of mediation
which is its pendant.

Science
ln fact it is the Modern Constitution in our brains, which
makes us speak of mingling the two knowledges.
Empirical observations show that there is no mingling but
- after the building - varied processes: separation and
creation of two (or morel1ess in some other cultures)
referential poles, which, Nature and Culture, were slowly
along the centuries, considered in the West, as rea!. In his
seminal writings, Latour (1991, 1995, 1999), shows that
the CUITent work of "la vieille matrice anthropologique",
consisting of building knowledge by mixing, adding, using
and making collages and bricolages, adapting things,
instruments, ideas, dreams, gestures, etc (.i.e. translating,
which was the ways of 'Ill the so-called premodern
cultures) is still at work. So why does purification still
exist and reign over us?
The buildings of knowledge are identical from remote
times up to now, but the use of tools and machines and the
attribution of power, reality or force varied (Latour 1991:
139-147). Later in the Western knowledge - when the
results of s~parating nature and culture appeared so
successful xxlI - it was consequently turned into an
ontological dichotomy. This is called purification, and
Nature appeared as that transcendent entity 'out there "
known only by Science. Culture was the rest. But
prevailing working practice of médiation is hidden.
The apparent 'mistake' noted above, has emerged, not

from a misconception of the Modem Constitution
practices, 1 believe. But from the ascertainment that the
two
branches
of
the
NIC
dichotomy
(purification/mediation) are still commonly and
continuously included within development situations
themselves with different socio-cultural use and with
different contents. Thus Purification continues today to
build the dipole. Nature became the only external and
unquestionable entity, represented by Science, whose
denotation has changed into that of a universal judge and
the solving power of which can address ail problems,
including faith. Significantly the word took a vast public
place pushing away the various other sciences which. by
the way, would not advocate for such a prominent
situation.

Science as Court of Justice
From the 19th century onwardsxxiii, approximate, mixed,
imposed solutions or bricolages of knowledge have al ways
been made between different groups and societies.
Experimented, chosen or rejected, totally or not and by
using scientitÏc knowledge, this one sometimes is hidden,
insufficiently explored or stated for reasons we will show
fUl·ther. Researchers shift either ta Nature, or to Culture (or
Social) or to the mediator: Language (Latour 1991: 13),
without high lighting the mediation processes that created
the results and built the dipolar 'reality·. But nowadays.
when used, the so-called 'scientific' results are consciously
or unconsciously, attributed ta one of the constitutional
dipole: Nature.
Science - to keep apart t'rom sciences - is at work within
societies today clearly as a sociopolitical tool. Anybody
refers to It as the warrant of truth. If action succeeds under
its leading, thanks are expressed to It; evel') if it fails, It is
not blamed, especially in social sciences xx,v . Within their
realm, the other bearers of knowledge are identified
variedly (i.e. fhey do Ilof understOlul.. .. xxv. they are ail
but dopes... if is an illusion )xx VI, or cursed as reactionary.
passéiste, etc. Even Malaysia Premier Mahathir, orang
l1lelayu himself, complained (wrongly 1 think) about the
Malay backwardness (1970) !
The so-called indigellous kllowledge of the 80-90's itself,
evoked herein above, is nothing but an artefact made by a
scientific examination and it has be~!1 rightly criticized, for
instance by Agrawal (2002b)xXVII. The same attitude
appears often in the so-called community archaeology's
works (Marshall 2002: 211-219). Cultures differ! Yes, but
the one of ours remains with his analytical 'scientific' toolkit, often unconsciously and involuntarily, as The
measuring standard; natures, -the cultures' partners -,
disappear for the profit of Nature as defined by Science.
Sciences which are the ways of working and establishing a

fact is complicated to describe, but with the quality to be
depicted and explained (Hacking 1989, Stengers 1993.
Latour 1995, etc), become unquestionable under the name
of Science. This attribution (choice'/j is made under the
threat of Nature which became undisputable. The social
sciences themselves entrenched in their mode of
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explanation of social behaviours by replacing them by
other social factors which they, al one, discover (and by
which people, unaware of this, are supposed to be
Illanipulated) and they grasp the big umbrella of Science to
escape critique. Facts built by scientists do not keep the
status of representations but are promoted immediately to
the realm of Truth (Latour 1999: 52-53).

What for Development?
Techno-scientific knowledge, is a product and the
basement of the overall world vision, was born, buitt and
strengthened in the 16th century and onwards in Europe.,
Then, it achieved its worldwide reigning today (and called
Modern Constitution by Latour 1991). This constitution
distinguishes and opposes, as we have seen before,
ontologically Nature and Culture (NIC). The former,
known by Science, is nowadays the ultimate standard of
Truth and Reality (Latour 1991). And this knowledge
taught and learned from school up to universities and
expanded widely by the media and assimilated completely
by western majorities, is functioning or not functioning,
mixed with other knowledge, in a lot of activities around
the planet nowadays. Thereby. it is raising innumerable
developmenta\ problems, discussions and qUaITels,
'natural as weil as cultural', down from the individual and
Jocal level up to the global one as we have seen before
(Hobart 1993a). These problems occur ceaselessly even in
these would-be modern societies as ours (Callon et al.
2001).
By the way, it should be stressed that it is the terms - nonscientific/non-science- which are operational in discourse,
rather than those like scientific/science. Thus the
explanation of: What is Science? - a delicate and
fundamental question- can be put aside, if not covered up
(See the 'debates' on Creationism. or Darwinism).
Thus, the problem which was seemingly that of definition
and explanation of the varied choices people eventually
made or not m~d.e, while holding these knowledge within
their reachXXVlll, including rejection of any external
knowledge, is deflated. Within this set of data, opinions,
facts, and artefacts lies, en'ors and controversies, if not
riots and wars take place. Science became a prominent
tool, extolled by numerous success and loaded with ail the
prestige, weight and power of the social groups, carriers
and distributors of a modern knowledge and most often it
is encapsulated also within the language of the most
powerful countries in the world. Conseq12ently - in every
case if necessary - it bears on such and such decision
together with its supporters and allies: scientists
(anthropologists included), oil companies, governments,
local political decision-makers, neo-cons, traders, sects,
bankers, NGOs, journalists, politicians, nationalists,
imperialists, US liberals, terrorists, Marxists, etc, who
momentarily or not aggregate. These allies, overtly or
covertly, can support financially scientific research
investments (labs, researchers-engineers, products, tests),
dissemination, industrial development. In return, by selling
scientific hard ware for research and technology and
products technologically mastered by these techniques and

industrially replicable, they make moneyxxix, and plan a
communicationaJ grid that covers the society and repel any
adversary argument contained in book. articles and media
debates.
Science, by establishing itself (and being established) as
the only inescapable method of knowing, applying, and
sometimes finding answers xxx , prevents peoples' from
living a political democratic life. This resulted in making
up their minds freely among ail the available information
like the Eotile did, and like ail the so-calJed premodern
people (Europeans included), did from Prehistory. to
History. The turn towards indigenous knowledge, the
Afrocelltrist claims, the 'race' debate, the Zulu history,
here above exposed and added to so many other ethnie and
nationalist questions ail over the planet (e.g. Black
Consciousness), are clear ex amples of a real problem
where Science - as an entity - is unable to give any
absolute solution but remains omnipresent, and
sociologica)ly heavy enough to prevail often over other
choices xXX1 .
Media and experts in the West explain these situations by
discourses or images, as remnants of o/d and primitive
customs and creeds or mediaeval practices that we should
have overcome. There are also post-Marxist sociological
would-be explanations like : 'they have been lIlanipulated
, or '.rhey follow illusions', or they obey 'les vieux démons
'XXXll, which is a Modern Constitution interpretative
consequence. It more and more resounds as anathemas
betraying the tl ight from examining really what is science.
More, it is a dismissal towards ordinary peoples from
Europe and from the rest of the world as said Latour (ibid.
note 30).

What for Archaeology?
It is usual to snigger while declaring archeology useless or,
at least, out of place in the institutions devoted to research
on and for development. The various examples herein
already displayed, show the opposite.

Knowledge deadlocks
The controversies depicted above show that peoples are
more and more discussing upon the facts they need for
bettering their lives, knowledge growth, self consciousness
and agency. They also show that Development is Jess and
less accepted, just as it is, without any opposition. Science
which backs Development is more and more recognized
just as a partner more or less strong, respected and efficient
in the controversies or applications. There is also
continuous appeals to courts for settlements of
controversies and conflicts and the necessity to control
them for powers in place either by propaganda, laws or
simply, sometimes military, strength. These examples are
topical here in their revealing that development is a
problem of knowledge, exchanges of knowledge and
translation of knowledge. They parai lei those existing in
other fields of Development.
Michon and Bouamrane (2000: 56) clearly argued within
the realm of forestry sustainability : .. Dans les politiques
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de gestion des terres forestières, La référence au natureL
qui est à la base des projets de conservation a Longtemps
justifié l'éviction des popuLations LocaLes, queL que soit
leur degré d'intel!érellce avec L'écosystème protégé ".
Who, except Science, gives the definition of what is
'natural'? And who will support this opi nion but
sociopolitical or economical groups interested, often
Iinked with governmental powers? Jean Boutrais shows
also that centralization of sustainable resources
management which implies a modern notion of this
imposed and imported management, is followed by
deprivation of the inhabitants' rights and,customs. And he
straightly concludes: "Partout, Les gestions dites modernes

des ressources renouvelables ont provoqué des effets
désastreux. "(2000: 150). Who maçle money through these
modern sustainability projects?XXXlll
Similarly, the melting-pot projects which crown
everywhere a would-be human resource policy, is
showered with fulsome praise in the Maastricht West.
They show continuously its daily and repeated failures,
blow ups as weil as its worsening political future. This is
echoed ail around the planet from England to Afghanistan,
France, Somaliland and Canada.
The globalization projects, the 'planetary village', "seem to
impLy a continued or even intensified heterogeneity in
cultural tenns" (Meyer and Geschiere 1999: 1). Who will
get profit from what this policy entails: huge immigration
waves, Third World countries socio-economic level
collapses, disintegrations of identities, riots if not civil
wars, global instability?

Knowledge poUlics
The transfer from developed countries to developing ones
is then a global political problem, global in its founding
on modern knowledge and in its Jinking with many if not
ail the elements of the groups concerned. It is global also
through its overflowing the whole worId while brought on
explorers' shoulders, dragged with aIl the tools, imported
machines, shown by ail the medias displaying its success,
beauty, efficiency and the discourses of it in its own
language!
Its drawbacks which more and more peoples and
researchers are interested by are best described, within the
social sciences domain, by Hobart's expression "growth of
ignorance" (Hobart 1993b) that points to the enormous
quantity of information lost during scientific building. For
instance, what do Giziga peasants, Mofou villagers or
Borno townsmen of North-Cameroon-Nigeria area today,
make with my or other experts' pottery typologies,
diagrams, maps, datings, cultures (Salakien in Marliac
2004, HoIl2002), for themselves sometimes daily, for their
understanding or building and possible praising of their
pasts? The wider the scientific explanation, the more it
appears useless to situations in the field whatever they are.
What was shown by M. Callon et al. (2001) for hard or
natural sciences-the re-entry into macrocosm-is worse for
social sciences which hardly succeed in finding solutions
or answers to everyday development problems.

Hislory and Hope
The problem at hand now is what to do with a general
knowledge for local situations? Instead of starting from a
general, 'global' knowledge which is only constructed by
reducing local occurrences and then fossilized in words,
the solution would be to restart from these local examples.
Global/local is an inexact term of a situation where you
meet only local situations which became global through a
network expansion. There is neither global nor local in the
old sense as universals.
A possible solution would be to take into account at last ail
the knowledge available on such questions and to take into
full consideration the bounds, scale and target of the
question. We have to claim the right to 'indetermination'
(Agrawal 2002a). Dove (2002) shows how at their scale
and within their reach, Indonesian smallholders succeeded
in taming and profiting by heveas, a totally foreign plant
imported from Brazil, in opposition to huge industrialized
heveas plantations.
In fact we have just to do what Latour advised us to do -

"follow scientists and engineers through society" (Latour
1987); so that we may see who, what and to and with
whom any 'object' is devised.
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Endnotes
i Thus creating black individuals as respectable human beings as
any other white. yellow, red man.
ii As were firstly for Diop's publications in France, rather ignored
by archaeologists and historians. Many years later. having known
success in the USA within the African Americans circles, they
returned back to France but still remained little discussed but by
African intellectuals.
iii In France, one court recently modified the current attitude of
courts which fOl'merly interpreted the laws. Il decided to consider
as 'historical truth' one version of the case 'scientifically' under
debate. This recent shift of the judicial power underlines the
political importance of the point here in discussed.
iv Unhappilly also, this conclusion knocks against the moral
principle herein stated: qualifying peoples as shrewder or sillierl
civilized or barbarian according to skin color or intellectual
cunning is forbidden: it is racism. The sentence: "Nobody can be
Judged beller or worse Ihan anolher il! accounl of his race ", as
such, unfortunately, re-introduce the notion of race.
v Such as the forbidding of apartheid South-At'rica and Namibia's
atlending at the World Archaeological Congress in Southampton
(1986), together with the welcoming of USSR and its satellites.
Cf. the recent proposai by French M.Ps., that 'race' should be
eradicated from French vocabulary. See on the opposite, the
Routledge's bi-monthly Journal title: Elhnic and Racial Swdies
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vi Sorne western 'intellectuals' are on the front-hne of the fight
but, ironically enough, their white anti-racist branch (e.g. in
France: Fauvelle-Aymar et al. 2000) is being outtlanked on its
left (to use the common political standard left/right or
liberals/conservatives) by black fundamentalists/essentialists
using without saying, the black/white skin difference as a
criterion.
vii Ail this implying that knowledge is always honestly used
through languages, which 1 would not dare to assure in any case.
viii See the huge wall poster at the today's Musée de j'Homme
(Paris). antiracist exhIbition (March 2003) ! Or how scientists
make Science look ridiculous.
ix Thcn, suddenly relieved of any problem of incommensurability
between sciences. laws, customs, creeds, opinions, intercsts.
x Aping the Western pattern which still teaches the same
knowledge as in any Primary School in France and then up to
college.
XI C. Taylor (1994) brilliantly shows l'rom the constitutional point
of view in Canada, how strong is for peoples their need of
reconnaissance (and 1 would add connaissances ) and which
fundamental political problems it raises concerning the individual
and corn munity right to be protected (the Meech amendment
problem).

xii What difference is there between a tlaked pebble and a broken
pebble? See the éolithes of Mio-Pliocène strata in France
(Alimen 1965: SO). which have been controversial for years at the
end of the 19th ccntury in Prehistory studies, and could reappear
on the archaeological stage because of the constant backward
movement of hommids traces discoveries.
XIII Depending l'rom which part of thc Constitlllion the observer
stans. If it is l'rom the usual anthropologicallllatrix of Latour. he
selzes, manages and then as a modern, he purifies the product by
altributing it either to Nature or Culture, deciding consequently
which one is the reference.

S) which reveals its membership of Modern Constitution.
xxi i.e. they, even when aping the different natural sciences
methods, can not reach the samc results.
xxii Western Development l'rom the end of the 1Sth up to the 21 st
century, which anybody can judge now.
xxiiiIinstaliation of the Modern Constitution during the Second
Enlightenment. Latour 1991 : 54.
xxiv Which should have been the latest to claim any scientificity
in its Modem Constitution sensc.
xxv And now we should understand why, and why sorne of LIS
have been named bushmen, sauvages, bourgeois, yokels, kirdi
and so on...
xxvi And this is to note also l'rom those intellectuals/socialscientists/artists, invited for TV would-be debates. ullering Truth
for the TV audience.
xxvii "La première exigence de celte logique est que le savoir
autochtone utile soit séparé des alllres connaissances, des
pratiques, du milieu, du contexte et des croyances culturelles
avec lesquels il se combine dans les faits "(op.cil.: 328).
xxviii 'Reach' must also be defined in terms of communication.
reciprocal comprehension and information tools, institutions and
the society at large (languages, codes, medias, schooling, laws,
couns, government, powers, institutions ... ).
xxix And peoples, around the world. think ail Euro-Americans
speak Enghsh, use Science l'rom the morning to the evening in
their daily behavior. The western overall world success as a

XIV Instead of using the cumbersome 'theory' whose content
ditTers l'rom French to English, 1 chose 'mode!', which is the
sense 'theory' has in many Anglosaxon archaeologists' writings.
(See panicularly Hodder: 1991).

xv Surrounding villagers, schoolboys and girls. students, élites.
politicians, government agencies, etc.

civilization, is 1inked to Science and Technology, its companions.
xxx la Science /est/ "la politisation des sciences par
l'épistémologie afin de rendre impossible la vie politique
ordinaire en faisant peser sur elle la menace d'une natllre
indiscutable ". (Latour 1999 : 22). Science (or La Scicnce) is not

to be confused with sciences.
"They [former S-African archaeologists] like other before
thelll avuided many potential clashes with seltler ideology by
{Ising highly technical framework for conceptuafizing and
reporting their resulls" (Hall 1980: 64).
XVI

xvii Hall opinion could weil fit Froment's continuous 'scientific'
0Pl1osition to the race notion.
xviii It is something you are taught to do, l'rom college up to
Ph.D.

xxxi Not to speak of the numerous revisionisms at issue today
concerning, e.g.: Algeria's war, Japan's war in S.-E. Asia.
Aborigines history since the first British settlement. Crusades,
slave trade by the Arabs, Biblical history (Finkelstein and
Silberman 2002), recent Iraq Museums' lootings, European
Union's constitutional atheisttexts: revisionism is and has always
been at the hean of History.
xxxii Which sounds farcical l'rom the mouths of so materialistic-

xix" .a completely new and sensalional definition of scientific
work, morally condemned for the way il can nul but follow for ils
own accolllplishlllent." (Marliac 2000c).
It could be sound to remind readers that this background
denies any value to the indigenous knowledge (See also Agrawal
1995: 427 note 15 ; Hobart J 993b: 6 ; Hennion and Latour 1993:
XX

N

'"

oriented researchers 1
xxxiii As has been said for years: the debt of Brazil. A1geria or
Argentina, for example, is in the banks of a lïscal paradise like
the Bahamas or Saint-Barthélémy!
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